Product Data

SUPPRESS
Granular Odor
Counteractant With
Citronella

Features and
Advantages of
SUPPRESS
Instantly Neutralizes
Malodors
Absorbs Odor-Causing
Spills
Easy to Apply
Provides Long-Lasting
Odor Control
Suppresses Gaseous
Malodors in Waste
Management
Operations and
Sewage Operations
Destroys Trash and
Garbage Odors
Ideal For Dumpsters
and Compactors
Biodegradable and
V.O.C. Compliant

SUPPRESS
granular
odor
counteractant with citronella is
formulated to handle even the
toughest odors from institutional,
municipal,
commercial
and
restaurant wastes. It contains the
exclusive odor destroying additive
Metazene®, offering the perfect
solution to odor problems from
trash
containers,
garbage
dumpsters and trash compactors.
SUPPRESS offers an exclusive
triple-phase odor control system:
1) absorbs rancid, odor-causing
spills 2) counteracts odors with
Metazene® odor counteractant
and 3) controls and freshens
airborne malodors.

Effectively Suppresses Gaseous
Malodors Associated With Decaying
Carcasses and Organic Wastes
Long-Lasting - Controls Odors
Between Waste Hauling Cycles
...setting performance
standards worldwide...

Biodegradable, Non-Corrosive and
Contains No Acids

APPLICATIONS
Use a little SUPPRESS and big odors disappear! It
is scientifically formulated for heavy-duty applications.
SUPPRESS effectively counteracts malodors at
landfill sites, in sewage treatment plants and lift
stations, manure piles, in garbage and refuse trucks
and dumpsters, rendering plants, trash containers and
compactors, incinerators, other refuse disposal
operations, restaurant dumpsters and hospitals. It is
also for use in absorption and counteracting of odors
from vomit, human and animal fecal matter and urine
waste.

TECHNICAL DATA
Product Type: Granular
odor
counteractant
Appearance: White to light
gray
Fragrance:
Fruity

DIRECTIONS
WASTE CONTAINERS/DUMPSTERS: Place 2 or
3 scoops of SUPPRESS per cubic yard of container
capacity. Repeat after each service cycle. Keep lid
closed during storage.
GARBAGE COLLECTION TRUCKS: Spread
SUPPRESS freely onto beds and hoppers of
garbage and refuse trucks.
TRASH
CANS,
CONTAINERS
AND
COMPACTORS: Apply 2-3 tablespoons of
SUPPRESS when empty and as needed.
INDOORS: Evenly distribute SUPPRESS at a rate
of 1-2 ounces per 100 sq. ft. Sweep up and dispose
of properly.
OUTDOORS: Spread around and under dumpsters
and apply onto liquid run-off puddles.
LIQUID SPILLS: SUPPRESS absorbs and contains
odorous liquid spills for easy pick-up and disposal.
Use rubber gloves while applying.
ANIMAL CONTAINMENT (KENNELS & FARMS):
Liberally apply SUPPRESS on and around
excrement and sweep up into plastic trash bag. Keep
away from animal feeding and contact feeding areas.
Dispose of properly.
FOOD PROCESSING WASTE: From restaurants,
hotels, hospitals, nursing homes, taverns, etc.
TO CONTROL ORGANIC MALODORS: From
decomposing fish, seafood, poultry, meat and grease
by-products.
PEST CONTROL: (Carrion) Odors caused by animal
carcass decomposition. Whenever possible, apply
SUPPRESS directly to carcasses and adjacent
surfaces. If odor is inaccessible, apply SUPPRESS
as close to source as possible.
EMESIS REMOVAL (VOMIT): Liberally apply on and
around excrement and sweep up into plastic trash
bag and dispose of properly.

...setting performance
standards worldwide...
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